PRESS RELEASE
WMOTO'S LATEST MOPED MODEL, F15 IS NOW LAUNCHED

PENANG, 21 DECEMBER 2021 - With the concept of Economy, Daily Use, and Affordable, WMoto has
launched the latest moped model, the F15, at a base price of RM5,999.00 (without insurance,
registration, and road tax). This model offers three colour options; green, blue, and turquoise.
The WMoto F15 uses a single-cylinder, SOHC, 4-stroke engine with an air-cooled system. This fuel
injection model can offer a maximum power of 10.5Hp at 7,000rpm while the torque is 11Nm at
8,000rpm. The new model comes with a 57.3mm bore and 57.8mm stroke with a 5-speed transmission
system that can effortlessly move the 118kg machine. Riders can glide forward without hesitation
while on the road.
The front suspension of this motorcycle uses a telescopic fork. Despite the strong braking, it can
absorb shocks very solidly while the rear suspension uses a single shock absorber or monoshock, which
contributes to the best mobility and handling when on winding roads as all forces are concentrated to
one load point. The safety system on the WMoto F15 is further enhanced with 290mm disc brakes at
the front and 190mm at the rear.
The saddle's height is only 770mm, which is suitable for various groups with different heights. The F15
has a pair of bright and clear DRL lights placed alongside the signal lights. At the same time, the
headlight is divided into two parts; top for low beam and bottom for high beam. The rear tail is
highlighted with LED lights.

The meter display combines analogue and digital information that displays speed level, fuel, and
distance travelled. Adding to the uniqueness of this motorcycle is that the meter also displays the
battery level of your motorcycle. Like your smartphone battery, it helps you always keep an eye on
the motorcycle battery and take precautions. In addition, a fuel tank with a capacity of 5.5 litres can
give you more kilometres to go down your daily journey.
According to Asri Ahmad, Operations Manager of MForce Bike Holdings Sdn. Bhd., WMoto F15 is
targeted at all class of groups regardless of age and gender because of its specifications. You can get
it immediately at any WMoto authorized distributor premises nationwide.
With every purchase of the WMoto F15, buyers can enjoy a two-year manufacturer's warranty or
20,000 km travel distance (whichever comes first) and a genuine online parts purchase service by
MForce Bike Holdings Sdn. Bhd.
____________________________END____________________________

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Engine type

Single Cylinder, 4-stroke, 2-valves, SOHC

Bore & Stroke (mm)

57.3 x 57.8

Displacement (cc)

149.2

Maximum Power

10.5Hp at 7,000rpm

Maximum Torque

11Nm at 5,500rpm

Compression Ratio

9.3:1

Transmission

5-speed

Emission

Euro 4

Lubrication System

Pressure Splash Lubricant

Cooling System

Air

Final Drive

Drive Chain

Fuel Supply

Electronic Fuel Injection

Starting

Electric & Kick

Ignition

Transistor

Front Suspension

Telescopic Fork

Rear Suspension

Mono Shock

Front Brake

Disc, 290mm

Rear Brake

Disc, 190mm

Front Tyre

70/90-17

Rear Tyre

110/70-17

Overall Length (mm)

1,960

Overall Width (mm)

690

Overall Height (mm)

1,100

Seat Height (mm)

770

Wheelbase (mm)

1,280

Ground Clearance (mm)

145

Weight (kg)

118

Fuel Capacity (L)

5.5

Battery

12V6.5Ah (Free Maintenance)

*Subject to change without prior notice

ABOUT WMOTO
Mforce Bike Holdings Sdn. Bhd. is the official manufacturer and distributor of WMoto since 2018. It is
owned by our local Malaysians, Dato' Sri Tan Lean Heah. The brand development process involves
selecting motorcycle types and then brought into Malaysia the production of prototypes, colour
selection, and graphics until the overall durability test of motorcycles is done with local expertise
according to motorcycle enthusiasts' tastes in Malaysia.
Today, WMoto has produced various motorcycles, and thousands of units are already in the local
market. With a passion for product innovation, WMoto is determined to maintain the motor's quality
while providing a wonderful experience and sensation on every trip.
WMoto has long-term plans to strengthen its research and development, production, marketing, and
services to become one of the world's leading motorcycle brands in addition to developing a more
potent global network.
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